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Allround wedding-services with us as a renowned and reliable wedding
planner agency on Mallorca: If you say YES to us, it goes from the initial
contact to the mutual planning phase. Thanks to our large network of
trusted and established partners, which we constantly maintain and expand,
we can provide you with the best wedding locations on Mallorca. In addition,
we can counsel you on topics such as catering, decoration, styling, music,
lighting and everything your heart desires! On the wedding day itself we are
the protagonists in the background and make sure that everything flows
according to the schedule. Expertise, passion & know-how, as well as love for
the details enable us to read between the lines and fulfil our customers'
wishes. Especially for weddings abroad ("destination weddings") we can
support you professionally thanks to our extensive knowledge and tireless
innovation. Since wedding planning is a complex process on several levels,
we are proud to accompany you as a strong team - we can always
substitute one hundred percent thanks to a transparent, detailed and highly
professional workflow.

Wedding planning: why to choose us and how does it
work?
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All around before and after your „big day“

What could be more delightful than enjoying valuable time together with your loved ones before and after the 

wed- ding and building unforgettable memories? A wonderful excursion at the seaside, to the Tramuntana, a 

tapas tour  through Palma or a paella dinner at your finca? A relaxed get-together the day before or a 

convivial farewell brunch  the day after: there are no limits to our creativity and innovation!

More than just wedding planning...

Your personal celebration as a wedding couple

Congratulations! Now you are married and you have magical memories associated with the island of Mallorca. So 

it often  seems logical to organize the next round birthday, anniversary or perhaps even any kind of event on 

Mallorca with your  own company. We would be more than happy to accompany you again and are looking 

forward to providing you with  the most fantastic aspects of event planning on Mallorca.



Corinna Ina
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The actors behind the scenes:

Planning aces, coordination fairies and the all-perfect makers

Wedding planner out of passion with expertise, strong nerves & high resilience

Know-how experts with a broad & professional network on the Balearic Islands

 Joyful tears enthusiasts, representatives of trust & creative masters

To-Do-Lists Magicians, idea developers & fountains of inspiration

 Surprise secret agents, wonder workers & endorphin rainmakers

Magic moment providers, relaxation gurus & good mood ambassadors





Here you discover dream locations on Mallorca: whether finca,

villa, sea view or some other specials wedding venues, rely on

our large network!
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http://www.mallorca-hochzeiten.com/romantic-locations/
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